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About This Game

The second game about making games!

Experience the life of a high school indie game developer. Care for and build relationships with your teammates!

Yuta is following in the footsteps of Justin (from the first game) and wants to become an indie game developer. With his
teammates, will he be able to fulfill his dream or will the drama overcome him?

In-depth Indie Game Development Simulation

Manage funding, game ideas and your team

More story (just like you asked for)

Buff System

More characters

Multiple endings
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Eat snacks in-game (for better or worse)
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Do you know anything about Heartstone? Is it that it's kind of a ripoff of Magic The Gathering? Well, Blizzard were not the
first ones to rip those damn cards. Etherlords did it first, and I personally think this game still holds up to Heartstone, if what
you're looking is a singleplayer experience. As usual I'll start talking about the things the game doesn't do right:

The game has a story on it, a story that seems somewhat deep for a card-based game... However, it never got hooked to it.
Seriously, it's quite boring. It also doesn't help the story that most characters have less than average voice-acting to them.

Another issue I have with it is the difficulty. Most of the enemies in the game are okay, offer a good challenge, and being
defeated usually means that you should look at your deck and change your cards, as there's probably a better way to deal with
this sh#t. However, one of the races on the game seems to have some balance issues: the Pale race. These guys don't f#ck
arround. Some of their monsters are hilariously broken, as they're insultingly hard to kill (they usually just go hollow when you
kill them, becoming a ghost but being able to return to life in exchange of mana or other stuff), and some of them deal insane
amounts of damage, while also draining your HP. Seriously, build yourself the most broken and lame deck against those
bastards.

The last thing is that the multiplayer is long dead. Now there are ways to play with people, even while the servers died years ago
by using third-party software... But there's barely anyone who has the game. I HAD IT YEARS AGO WHEN IT RELEASED
AND EVEN THEN IT WAS HARD TO PLAY WITH SOMEONE! This game did not get any attention during it's life-time,
and it shows.

However, is the game good? Holy crap, it is.

The gameplay is a real good challenge, an entertaining strategy game were you're always trying to build your deck to get better,
but also a game were defeat is usually just the perfect chance to get better. Something like that is hard to pull off.

The amount of different cards, races and monsters is also quite great. There are tons of different strategies you can build to
yourself, along with the tons of different enchantments, traps, artifacts and other crap you can get your hands on.

The level system is also interesting, and I liked it a lot. As you level up, you can select extra passive skills such as regenerating
some HP each X turns, getting an extra card each X turns and so on. They really make you feel like your deck and character is
unique.

Do I recommend this game? Yeah, IF you're a fan of this kind of strategy games. If you like Magic The Gathering, Yu-gi-oh,
Heartstone and all of those other weird card based games, you'll like it a lot. If you're not a fan of those but you like strategy
games, it might also interest you. If you're neither of those, you should turn arround.

Oh, and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Exile. I f#cking hate that spell. It can go f#ck a d#ck sideways on the shadow realm.

TL:DR Edition: Old card based game that ripped off Magic The Gathering, mostly singleplayer because of dead multiplayer. If
you like Heartstone and other card games, give it a try on a sale.. This is a cool idea for a game, but unfortunately it's not
implemented very well. Movement around the environment is atrocious. The game frequently lost track of where I was, and
sometimes items would just randomly drop because they bumped into something. The teleport movement system is really wacky
compared to other games and would sometimes let me go through walls.

The puzzles themselves are okay. I really didn't dislike the concept of the game, but playing it was a very frustrating experience.
Unless the movement mechanics get an overhaul, I think you can skip this one.. Price is acceptable. I can look past the graphics
being a sequence of similar-looking 360 images, and while quaint, the overall production quality is consistent and decent. Hail
Zorp, is it long though! You read a page and\/or click to go the next scene page. I read the first few pages, and then proceeded to
just keep on clicking until I got the end (sorry, I'm not a strong reader), and it just kept going, and going, and going until I gave
up. This appears to be a labour-of-love, however, and you should buy it for that reason. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eKBWDe70Czk. Great throwback turn-based-combat game! You just keep telling
yourself this is the last mission before bed. Then you realize at 3 AM you've over-committed and will have to call in sick to
work. I want to see more games like this in the future.
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The concept is simply but you really have to use strategy to win battles. You also have to be careful to choose the right missions
or you will lose characters you have been working hard to level up. Save often. Part of the fun is the learning curve.. I don´t
know what to say, the game is a bad quality copy of TF2, with broken weapons (OP Pistol and Rocket Launcher but the knife
can´t kill someone unless they are literally touching you, holding still) and maps that have been used with better graphics in
every other game.

STILL,
I like how ''non professional'' this game is, I would say that is so bad that it's good, because you can sprint forever while shooting
without recoil, with an spray pattern that only goes upwards with every weapon. You can forget the strategy and tactics to shoot
like a maniac (because invisible rockets are deadlier than visible ones).

But in developement or not, the game doesn´t let you play in the Zombies Mode nor like the Medic Class, and you're unable to
crouch or prone, to grab weapons or to use the flashlight. It's frustrating that something horrible does its best to be worse.

And finally, in almost 1 hour of play I've just found 5 players, none from my country/region, and they thought mostly like
everyone ''this game is free trading cards, no more''.. Enchanting gravity shifting puzzle platformer with mesmerizing
soundtrack. The greatest forte of this black & white game gem is its beautiful simplicity. Highly recommended!
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I played Bejewled series, Cradle of XXX series, Puzzle Quest series for 3 matching game. I like this one the best. PRG element
is better than Puzzle Quest. I was sad when I beat the game.... I did not like this game. Even in the first 10 minutes, it very clear
that it's low quality.. O jogo é perfeito no seu estilo, muito tiro, muita ação, muita variedade de movimentos, o X que é a arma
especial do jogo isso é tudo de bom no jogo, mas eu acho que poderia ser controlado com o mouse, ou pelo menos deixar você
escolher as teclas para movimentar o herói do jogo, mas nisso fica devendo, quem sabe os desenvolvedores possam implementar
isso e aí para mim fica perfeito sem contras.. Yeah, pretty awesome. Felt like I was stuck in an old arcade game... wait a sec, I
think that's Disney Copyright... and so it should be :)
Great dodgeplay, and maybe a bit too addictive. Needs a bit of polish...or grit (hint hint), but gameplay makes up for it, by far.
Abit hard-core for casual players, but also a nice game to turn noobs into shooter lovers.. This game contains 2 very interesting
stories. If you are a fan of text games, you definitely like this game. The stories are divided into chapters, and after reading each
chapter you'll get achievement. I recommend this game!. Great strategy game!. I have a cool game idea for you! Roll a d6, and
on a 6 the game will play as normal. Any other number, and the physics just craps out and everything falls limply into a heap.

Randomized physics ARE NOT A FEATURE. Repeat after me.
YOU ARE NOT BAD RATS.
YOU ARE NOT BAD RATS.
YOU ARE NOT BAD RATS.

If you have some sort of peverse masochistic enjoyment out of game mechanics where the game *just* doesn't work as
intended by some arbitrary RNG and what worked last time will now completely trip and break its neck at the first hurdle, this
is the game for you.

If you like games, this probably isn't for you.

PS: I flipped a coin to decide if I gave a positive or negative review.. they never released anything and the current version is
basically unplayable. nuff said.. cute and cool. The Price of Freedom is a short, story-oriented room-scale VR experience.

The player assumes the role of Agent Zero, joining the game at the start of briefing sequence reminiscent of a Cold War spy
thriller. Once the stage has been set and your orders have been issued, your mission immediately begins. Most of the gameplay
involves exploration, investigation, and infiltration. There are a few simple puzzles, but the experience is mainly narrative in
nature.

The game takes place in a sequence of small rooms - only room space locomotion is needed.

The area the game encompasses isn't large, but it's fairly detail-rich, allowing you to snoop through documents, peruse
photographs, etc. It takes 20-30 minutes to complete.

I found it thought-provoking, particularly in terms of what kinds of actions people readily undertake in video games, on the
flimsiest of pretexts, and how it could feel if that kind of mindless, programmed violence were translated to our everyday lives.

Whatever the price of freedom, the price of The Price of Freedom is currently 0, and it's certainly worth a try.
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